Why use the

ROOFBOX™

S Series | Standard size range

B Series | Bespoke range

System?

M Series | Modular range

K Series | Modular kerb range

“ROOFBOX™ is a proprietary
solution designed specifically to
address the inherent
weathering problems
surrounding roof penetrations”

Peace of mind
A warranted solution providing clients
and contractors assurance. Roof
warrantees can be compromised by
service penetrations through the
waterproofing layer. The ROOFBOX™
system provides a unique way to
achieve a full roof warranty.

Eliminates the risk of leaks
Roof detailing at penetrations is
critical for a long roof life. Ad-hoc or
‘dog kennel’ solutions can result in
water ingress due to poor detailing or
workmanship leading to costly repairs
later in the buildings life.

Safety

The ROOFBOX™ system can be
used as part of the safety
management plan. Including them
early in the contract can help meet
the requirement for temporary
barrier protection and/or weathering
at the riser opening during the
installation phase of the contract.

Cost saving
✓ Avoids multiple return visits by
the roofing contractor
✓ Avoids claims for hidden extra
works.
✓ Avoids the extra costs
associated with architectural
and structural design.
✓ Reduces labour costs

Enables a proactive approach
The careful detailing of the
ROOFBOX™ system addresses the
multiple and varying problems
associated with service penetrations
in advance of the need. The system’s
capabilities include all types of
weathering for ductwork, pipes, cable
trays, air intakes, vents, etc.

Designed for your project
The ROOFBOX™ system can be
tailored to suit all roof
constructions and roof opening
sizes. Full design and working
drawings are provided as part of
the package.

Repeatable
ROOFBOX™ provides a system that
is consistent in terms of both
aesthetic appearance and design
philosophy, that can be repeated
on multiple risers, multiple roofs
and multiple buildings.

Future-proof
The accessible panels can easily
be removed and replaced to
allow passage of new services at
a later date without the need for a
roofing contractor being in
attendance.

Aesthetically pleasing
The ROOFBOX™ system can be
supplied in any RAL colour, and the
durable, well-proportioned design
ensures a professional and
attractive end result.

Thermal performance
Every ROOFBOX™ is fully
insulated with a prescribed
U-value, ensuring that the
thermal performance of the
building is optimised at the
riser position

FIND OUT MORE…
Download the ROOFBOX brochure

Request a
presentation
to your team

Request a visit
from a technical
expert

DOWNLOAD NOW

Contact us
about a
specific project
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